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Here is another free e-book that I just put together that covers the lunations, the New and Full
Moons, and especially the effect of eclipses, which are very special events. Some of you have
asked me to point out where you can read what I have to say about lunar activity, so here it is
as a free e-book download:
http://astrologysoftware.com/books/
There is also a great deal of information on the Moon and lunations in my free 447-page e-book
“Mother Moon: Astrology of “The Lights,” which is available at this same link.
Aside from the recent inundations of solar flares and plasma impacts, the more mundane
astrological indicators continue to tick way. For example, we are in the First Quarter of the
lunation cycle and heading toward the Full Moon on Wednesday August 1st at 11:28 PM EDT.
A quick overall take on our current astrological weather would include a note that we are in a
much more reflective or analytical frame of mind just now rather than an experiential one,
although the current solar flares (when they return) will fly in the face of this.
And our inner drive or compulsion to “do something” is very strong at this time. We may have a
bit of the “all dressed up but nowhere to go” syndrome, the wish to go and do but in reality just
kind of spinning our wheels. Or we may just be kicking butt and getting stuff done, which is what
I have been trying to do.
This is a more out-of-the-body time, one where we are looking, thinking, and analyzing our
experience rather than having it, yet, as mentioned, this may soon be trumped by the solar flare
action when and if it picks back up.

